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the outside world.
X al hundred employes on his 9,0ui, acre ance Attorney Davis, for the defense,
All boards of trade and commercial holders be given the same terms and XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX to, Turin. The flight, which has been XX XX X XX XXX XX
X estate near this city to be shaved ev- said they Md not had time to preX
FLOWERS.
BRING
.
was
deal
CITY MARSHAL SHOT
made.
clubs of the various cities and towns, the
organized by the Paris Petit Parlslen X
pare for preliminary movements and
X ery other day,
and
women
; ''Mr.
Patriotic men,
BY BOOTLEGGER.
will mean to the winner prizes aggre-ratinSchley." suggested Mr. Stanasked that the arraignment for pleadcity councils, county commissioners,
"whiskers"
believes
Mr.
X
that
X children who have flowers in
Haggin
citizens ley, "has declared that the sale of
tinn noo.
newsnaners.
X propagate dangerous microbes and the ing go over at least until July 1 with
X
to
are
blossom
asked
will
Tennessee
bring
Marshal
Coal
the
and
Iron
in
compete
airmen
Twenty-onCity
Roy Woofter
and visitors having an interest
Company,
the
that this would not
was fatally shot in a raid on a X ' for- the tremendous prise. Including V them to the Grand Army head- - X order is meant to affect particularly affectunderstanding
territory, should on such special day was a forced sale. Do you consider
the time for the trial. The
the
in
LinX
corner
of
at
dairy
department.
the
employes
X
quarters
"blind tiger" at Roswell, last
who yesterday won
end to the acqusintences and rela- it?" "I regarded It as a forced sale'
were ln court for the second
A barber shop is being installed and
evening. Jim Lynch fired the
the Paris to Madrid race, averaging X coin and Palace Avenue, Tues- X
tives, or other persons living outside said Mr. Gates. "What financial powreached this city,
X acompanylng it is being erected a time since they
shot with a 45 caliber Winches'
of New Mexico, postal cards, pamph- er forced it?" "Well, as I have said,
60 miles an hour for his actual sail- X day after 9 o'clock to be used
of which more than a month ago, They looked
both
room,
bath
X
$100,000
of
X
in
the
- I surmised It was the
graves
decorating
Amer
the
artltoo
the
bullet
ter,
lets and newspapers containing
finding ot
plowing through
ing time. Henry Welmann,
X are to be maintained free ot charge to quite well except for the paleness reveterans.
Wooftef s abdomen.
ican, will also be among tna competi- X
sulting from the confinement in prison!
on
XXXSXXSXSSXXSXXXXthe employes.
(Continued
SSXJSXXXX XX XXXXS SX tors.
Page' eight) '
(Continued 9t Page Bight )

Governor Mills returned last night
from Tucumcarl where he looked over
enterprises
some private irrigation
and attended to some good roads
A banquet Was given in honor
of the governor,, who was accompanied by Territorial Engineer Charles
D. Miller at the new Vorenberg hotel,
and it was a very pleasant affair. The
road
people of Tucumcarl wish a new
hniit tn f!ftD Rock, back of the town,
and which Governor Mills says affords
a superb view, with beautifully colored
rock effects almost rivalling the Grand
.pnnnn. '." Os
i
An engineer will be sent there to
spp about the cost of constructing such
a road and later on a meeting will be
held by the good roads commission.
n hia wav home the governor re
mat-ater-

Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
S8SSJ8JS3SSSJCX36XSSj(By
X
New York. N. Y., Coney Island, the
Sneclal to the New Mexican.
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The Little Store

dicd ot ptomaine poisoning. She was
aged 47 years. Besides her husband,
a daughter survives.

Few 'Cascarets'

A

Cure Constipation
Pleasant, gentle, though the most
fective remedy in the world for
sluggish

bowels or a lazy
liver.

In the old days' physic was dreadful I
calomel, castor oil, salts or cathar- tics. And they were worse than they
seemed, for they irritated the stomach
and bowels. They acted much as
pepper acts In the nostrils. They
flooded the bowels with fluids. But
those fluids were digestive juices.
And a waste today means a lack to
morrow. You secured relief, but you
were actually worse off than without

DENVER BREAD

j

'The Best

I

Know In Every Loaf"

j

TRY IT

DREAD OF AN OPERATION.
Manchester, Ind. Mrs. Eva
of this place, says: "I suffered
female misery of every description.
Two doctors attended me, and advised
an operation. I lost weight until I
weighed only ninety pounds. I dreaded an operation, and, instead, began
to take Cardui. In a short time, I gained 25 pounds and feel as well as I
ever did. Cardui, I am sure, saved my
life." Cardui is today used in thousands of homes, where it relieves pain
and brings back strength and ambition. It is a woman's medicine, for
women's ailments, and you are urged
to try it for your troubles. Ask your
druggist. He will tell you about
N.

He Tolerated Gambling.
Chief of Police John F. Seymour of
San Francisco has been suspended
by the police hoard because he tolerated gambling.

ef-
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JT. M.

Mystery in Girl's Death.
Beautiful
Belva Smith, a
society belle at Grand Junction, Colo.,
was found dead in bed, and parents
as well as attending physician refuse
to make a statement, The coroner is
investigating.

Established

1856.

1903

Incorporated

1

Wanted to Elope to Raton.

Nettie Moyer and
Edward Carnes of Walsenburg. Colo.,
it.
were arrstpri at Trinidad. Colo., on
It's different with Cascarets. Their their way to Raton, Colfax county,
effect is the same as that of laxative where they wanted to get married.
foods, or of exercise. They stimulate
the bowels to natural action. No
Hottest May Day in Chicago.
They act as
griping, no
was the hottest May Cay
Yesterday
bowel tonic.
in the history of Chicago. The
The old way, too, was to take large
in the shade indicated 94
doses of physic. People waited until
degrees but in the streets the heat
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
the bowels were clogged. The new was
greater.
way is to take one Cascaret when
PURCHASES.
ALL
CASH
WITH
TICKETS
it.
WE GIVE REGISTER
you need
Carry the box in your
Danger of Fire Weapons.
pocket or purse. Ward off the
The danger of having fire arms
troubles instantly. The modern plan
is to keep at your best. The old way about the house was illustrated in
wasted too many good hours. Get a New York when John McAleenan kil
led himself.
While in a dream he
10 cent box of Cascarets now.
reached under his pillow for his re-- i
PASSING OF THE BOYS IN BLUE. volver and shot himself through the
head.
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
Full forty years have passed away
Woman
Lynched in Oklahoma
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES Since peace had closed the deadly
Laura Nelson and her sixteen year old
fray.
Turned in the arms and out the lights, eon were, taken out of jail at Okema,
And comrades of a hundred fights
Oklahoma, last evening and hanged
Had all returned home once more,
from a bridge across the Canadian
As waves receding from the shore,
The Nplsons were accused of
river.
That, tempests past, leaves naught be killing Deputy Sheriff George H.
side
Loney.
PHONE 191 BLACK
The foam line of the angry tide.
Big Lumber Contract.
The Beaumont Lumber company
And, home again, the Boys in Blue,
been given the contract for 600,
Reorganized as comrades true,
To swear allegiance to the cause
feet of lumber to be delivered
Mill Jl .
within sixty days at the Engle Dam
Of equal rights and equal laws,
spell
site in Sierra county. The lumber!
The Union one forever and
The Stars and Stripes o'er all the will be used in constructing addition-- ,
you
al buildings.
land;
And thus all over, near and far,
Four Funerals at Albuquerque The
infant child of Mr. and Mrs. Celso
save
They formed the mighty G. A. R,
Aragon was buried yesterday at
And this Grand Army Logan led
The funeral of Leandro
To bless the memory of the dead
Fernandez, a printer, took place yesbe
And keep it green while floats the flag terday at Old Albuquerque.
The fuFrom spar and spire and mountain neral of Julian Gonzales took place
crag,
yesterday forenoon, while the funeral
of Patrick M. Gavin took place today.
By decorating everywhere
The graves of those who placed it
You
Higti Water in Rio Grande.
there,
A boat with workmen at the Engle
Forthwith proclaiming holy, "they
dam in the Rio Grande, was overturn-- j
Have since observed Memorial Day!
Fifteen-year-ol-

j

UltCI

.

INT EB

Cathedral.
6 o'clock a. m. Second
mass at 9:30. Sermon in English,
Third mass at 10.30. Sermon in Spanish. Rosary and Benediction at 6:30
day of
p. m. Devotions. On every
May at 6:30 o'clock p. m. the children
of the parochial school will sing the
hymns.
Lady of Guadalupe.
First mass 6 a. m. Second mass
(high) 9:30 a. m.

First mass at

CO.

GROCERY

tner-momet-

','

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
LOUIS

Presbyterian.
Sabbath School at 9:45 a. m.
Christian Endeavor at 6:45 p. m.
No preaching.
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening

i

at 7:45 p. m.

NAPOLEON

Santa Fe, N.

see

&

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

i

As temples where men bend the knee
With fragrant flowers and evergreens,
To teach what love of country means.

But all along the dread decree
That earthly things shall cease to be
Has kept on thinning out the ranks
And filled the center from the flanks
Till now the most pathetic sight
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Is just the old commanders plight:
His
brings to view
SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
The passing of the Boys in Blue!

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

n

4LFALFA

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

"The post is formed, sir." This he
hears
With all the pride of former years.
"Right face!" and "Forward march!
his word,
Phone Black As if a thousand saw his sword ;
With ten he sees the dead and gone
45
Their shadows bravely marching on,
Ah! here he sees in sad review
The passing of the Boys in Blue!
James Burke.

LEO HERSCH

45

i

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

mine run coal

YA.RD ON HIOKOX

STREET, NEAR

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

ciin

A

lnct

nTio

Viio

xvatnh

Richard
The Poetic Temperament
LeGallienne, the famous poet, was
yesterday divorced from his wife who
accused him of having affinities.

DEPOT.

TH0YIAS P. DELQAD0, Mgr.

If you

want anything on

New Mexican Want

I

and

A-

RIDE IN THE MOON

1

phu

PILES CURED IN 8 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to core

A A A A A A A A A A At AA A A A A A A A A

Phone 14

oal

WHOLESALE
AID RETAIL

Screened

Woeel

RATON
YANKEI

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

,

Telephone 85

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
a"nd Rancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the tesuqtie at a Bargain.

PHD C A I C
rUlV dAlX

For Best Laundry Work

AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT

AGENCY

Died of Ptomaine Poisoning.
Mrs. 'Dorothy Brackett, wife of Phono Red No. 23
Wade Brackett, a cattleman of Raton,

Phone Red

No. 23

101

Washington Ave

Julius Muralter
TAILOR.

Modern Residences for Rent.

EACH WEEK WE RECEIVE A FRESH ASSORTMENT OF

""r

IN THE CITY
J"

f

RECEIVING

'

"

THEM DIRECT

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Henes.

C&L 'Phone 9

Rate

CHAS. CLOSSON

.

feel
tototWEtY

inif

(2.
Enters in cm,

Cor. Palace ind Washington Avenues

4,

Zook's Pharmacy

INNOVATION SWEETS,
EXTRAORDINARY" CHOCOLATES,
TRIADS, SWISS STYLE MILK CHOCOLATES ASSORTED,

i

Hardware Co.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Restaurant

and Livestock company vs. George C. Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
for $11,545.59 Returns
Hall, et al, judgment
Thursday and Friday.
and eight per cent interest and attor-ney'- s

THE ONLY HOUSE

A1

Phone No. 36 1

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone 14.

Ask Yourselves

4

213

AAAA

-

Box 219

Wood-Davi- s

JOHNSTON CANDIES,

Phone

Guaranteed to Wear.

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ONLY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.

e

La Salle
Baby Killed By Bear.
daughter of Fred
Moreay of Brush, Colo., was torn to
CHAS. CiANN, Prop.
pieces by a bear while playing in the
Telephone. 11.
front yard.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 Cents
Planted Beans Too Early.
Short Order at all Hours
The recent frost killed beans and
corn in southern Santa Fe county and
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
in the Moriarty valley, Torrance coun- French Noodle
Order 20c. a dish
ty. The dry farmers had planted too
New York Chop Suey 50c. who does
soon.
your Cleaning and Pressing,
and those who are best satisfied with
Concrete Mixing Plant.
their orders in that line will surely
Plans have been completed for the
refer you to us. We have built up a
concrete mixing plant at the Elephant
work
reputation for doing high-clas- s
Butte dam site in Sierra county., The
will
have
a capacity of one
in a short time and at a very moderate
plant
thousand cubic yards a day.
charge. We are pleased to receive
family trade, and assure you beforeJudgment for Over $12,000 At
hand of complete satisfaction.
in the case of the Berrendo Land

y

Zook's Pharmacy

from

The

fees for $1,147 was awarded.

Palace Ave.

Shirts

-

,

SANTA FE GARAGE

and
Blouses
50c to $1.25.

" "

1

e

any casoof Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Pro
Sued Third Time for Divorce Mrs, truding i'lles in 6 to 14 days or money reLeona de Vriendt, for the third time funded. 50e.
in seven months, has brought suit for
divorce at Denver against Pierre de
Vriendt.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

Ros-wel- l,

We repair andcare for all makes
GASOLINE .AND SUPPLIES.

i)J

-

$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be
J lu
""I in n lar.4science
One dreaded disease that
has been able to cure in all its
Hall's
stages, and that is Catarrh.
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
Catarrh being a constitutional disease,

tnperial laundry

$1,500

st?leg-

IK

trj

,

30 H. P.

Agents for. Warner's Cor-sets. Prices $1.00 to $5.00.
We carry all the newest

-

The temporary bridge at the
dam site was also partially washed
out.
The pile driving crew for the!
steel bridge was compelled to give up
requires a constitutional treatment.
work by the high water.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
Good Sheep Season.
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
lambs
of
cent
That ninety-fivper
of the system, therehave been saved and that without mucous surfaces
the
foundation of the
by
destroying
any care for ewes and lambs is the
the patient
report which reached here yesterday disease, and giving the constitufrom the sheep ranges in the Estancia strength by building up
William Mcintosh, the Mc- tion and assisting nature in doing
country.
The proprietors have so
Gilivrays and other sheep growers in'"s work.
that section report it the best season much faith in its curative powers
they have ever known and the ninety-fiv- that they offer One Hundred Dollars
per cent which is said to have far any case that it fails to cure.
been exceeded in some cases, breaks Send for list of testimonials. Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O..
all records In that district. The grass
Sold by all druggists, 75c
is high and everything has favored the
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
sheep men this year.
stipation.
The Weather The range of temp
erature yesterday was 4 to 68 degrees
and the average relative humidity was
W. H. KERR
35 per cent.
The lowest temperature
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY,
last night was 39 degrees and at 6 a.
m. today it" was 46 degrees. The day Phone us, we will be glad to call for ,
was clear and cooler than usual. This your laundry on Mondays and Tues- morning the weather was even still. days and deliver on Thursdays and
cooler and a light deposit of frost was Fridays.
observed on the lawns and under the All work is guaranteed; your socks
lawn sprays ice formed but there was are mended and buttons sewed on
no injury to vegetation, as far as could your shirts without extra charge.
be ascertained.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
$50.

.

fc

Church of Holy Faith (Episcopal.)
First Sunday after Ascension. Sunday school at 9:45 a. m. Morning
service with sermon at 11 o'clock. All
are welcome.

i

AROUND THE STATE

:

0

.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

-

CI

A'

Ep-ha-

pants had narrow escapes from drown-I
The men lost some of their
ing.
nlfViino-

P.O.

Sub-00-

1

Phone Black 6619

M.

V

1

O.
Harrison, superintendent.
Preaching at 11 a. m. by the pastor.
s
Subject, "The Greatest Victory.
worth League service at 7 p. m.
ject, "The Proof of Faith." Preaching
at 7:45 p. (- - by the pastor. Subject,
All old
"The Mystery of Godliness."
soldiers and their friends are especial- ly invited, as tomorrow is Memorial
Sunday. B. F. Summers, pastor.

Albu-quarqu-

Before the bright, admiring eyes
Of thousands 'neath the vernal skies
They marched in grand review as part
Of what was in each loyal heart;
They decked the mounds which angels

I
Till8use-

I

C.

this summer

FRANK F. GORMLEY,

are better blouses than
home sewing can produceare made by expert workers under ideal
factory conditions,-a- re
correct as to style and
fit and are guaranteed.

uon " rorget mat you are invueu io
all the services at St. John's Metho- dist Episcopal church tomorrow, May
28th. Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.; Dr.

'

When the dry

to the agent.

Boy's Blouses

Everyone welcome.

M. E. Church.

Groceries and Delicatessen

comes
will need
a gasoline engine to tun
your
your pump and
crops. When these en
connected to
gines are not pumping they can
any other machine and will run it cheaper than
running it by hand power.
can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying

UIBUCEDEITS

'l

Phon e
213

FROM MANUFACTURE!
y

'

"m..

,
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RE8ULT8 THAT REMAIN
ache and kidney complaint have tried
one remedy after another, finding only
Prom
temporary benefit. This Is discouragbut there Is one special kidney
BARRANCA TO TAOS ing,
medicine that cures permanently and
Meet Both North South there is plenty of proof right here in
Santa Fe.
Bounds Trains.
Here is the testimony of one who
Leaves Barranca on the arrival lit used Doan's Kidney Pills years ago,
the north bound train and arrives at and now states that the cure was lastTaos at 1 p. m.
ing.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St,
way. Good covered hack and good Santa Fe, N. M., says: "There is no
teams.
praise too strong for me to give
F
Kak
Doan's Kidney Pills. The splendid
Exrry sng-Thingarxfortfc'bl.
I obtained from their use several years ago has been permanent
and for that reason, my connaence in
them has increased. I suffered from a
dull, heavy ache in the small of my
back and was subject to headaches
We Have Built Up
and dizzy spells. I always telt tired,
had no ambition and was poor in
health when I procured Doan's Kidney
Pills. It did not take them long w
cure me and from that day to this,I have been free from kidney comolaint. I willingly confirm the puonc
statement 1 gave in January. 1907. tell
ruo-neing of my experience with Doan s
Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
, Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milbur-n
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

,

deate

x

ts

FARET $5.00

y
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education on the successful comple-jo- f
education In our homes today that
tion of their high school studies and lis appalling.
I may offend some of
then advised them to take to heart; you tonigltt if you are too thin skin-thwise counsels of the orator of
tbejned, but I hope I may offend you if 1
ran only drive home the lesson which
evening, Dr. Frank H. II. Roberts.
DESTROYS
It was with admirinK glances that' I have come here to teach. I want to
von what to
the juniors and other men school
tih manv nt.
pus viewed tne proceedings in which the American homes tnilav It is BAD
wiu also bei BOOKING. Jacob Itiis had said, and
Dr Frank H H Roberta THa they nexttheyear or mer
he has not exaggerated it, that 73 per
leading roles.
playing
Graduates How to ManFollowing the presentation the glee cent of the drunkenness today is due
club sang a Japanese lullaby and as to poor cooking.
A man
takes a
age a Man
the last, rich note died away, the drink in the morning as an apology to
commencement exercises were closed. the poor
breakfast he has had. in
rv ii
n
i
i
Dr. Rorerts Address.
(Laughter).
RAPS GH4FIN6 DISH "SCIENCE"
Dr. Roberts was introduced by ProBad Cooking and Divorce.
fessor J. A. Wood, superintendent of
"Yos, and in Colorado, it was stated
school.
Dr. Roberts said in not
that
And Says Not One Woman Out the high"What
long ago by an eminent
Do-You- r
is true education? That 50 per cent of the divorces jurist
part:
were due
of Ten Knows How to Cook is the question I wish to ask tonight. to
(More Laughter).
poor cooking.
It has been asked in all countries and Do you doubt it? Is there any reason
Potatoes.
A hot kitchen is little better than a prison in summer. But
in all ages. In the olden days in the why these statements should be doubtA girl may know how to maKe East it was that training which teachthe range is there, so all the cooking and the washing must be
as I know,
ed?
Don't you
know,
cake, chocolate fudge and taffy; may es a man to tell the truth, to ride a that there are nine out of
every ten
done there, too.
know how to preside at a chafing dish horse well and to shoot an arrow. To
women who know how to cook potaheated by electricity and yet, if she the Spartan it was to lie and not get toes that are fit to
What a relief it would be to move the range where you
1
will not
eat?
does not know how to cook potatoes caught and to be a good fighter.
In say here this condition exists in Santa
You can do this with a New Perfection Oil Cook-stopleased.
and broil steak she is not educated; religious countries it was answered by Fe. I had a dinner
tonight at a house
cook your dinner out on the porch, if you like, t It is the
she Is not fit to marry; she Is not religious training.
here and it was a very good dinner.
that works eaually well in
capable of making a good wife.
only range that is really portable
Complete Living.
(Laughter). And I do not wish to lesThat was just what Dr. Frank H.j "In a later, day Herbert Spenser sen my chances for an invitation to
any place. There are no connections to be made, as in a gas
Roberts, president of the New Mexico has answered it in declaring it is a other dinners in Santa Fe. But there
range; no wiring, as with an electric stove; no sooty flues and
Normal University professor of his preparation for a complete living.
The
is no use concealing the truth.
d
grates, as with coal or wood.
tory and political science in Denver
"The study of physiology helps in women today do not know how to
on
C.
T.
and
lecturer
the
when
Thft
W.
this
and
not
University,
cook and the reason is they have
history
long, enameled chimneys carry the heat directly up to
training
pedagogy Colorado Chautauqua 1901 U. fought a noble fight to help put been taught. (Applause).
saucepans, oven or boiler ; you get full value from your fuel,
to 1903, and former newspaper editor, that study in the school today I say
"Domestic Science."
without waste.
told the graduates and large audience that Herbert Spencer helped them in
"But we have our schools of domesat the commencement exercises of the a great measure by his teachings. tic
Mde with , 2 nrj 3 kuroen, with loog,
Yes, but
science, haven't we?
y
lurquone blue enameled chimney.
Santa Fe high school last night.
When the boy and girl of this last
&niiried throughout.
The - and
you had better call most of them
stove can be had with or without ft
Dr. Roberts had the task of deliver- generation graduate I think I am safe schools of domestic extravagance.
I
cabinet top. which u fitted with drop sKeWe.
IHI'BlMi.aTTrr
towel rack, etc.
ing the class address and he did not in saying he knows more about ade- have visited more than one of them.
Dealers everywhere : or write for deacrip
mince words in telling what he noids, tonsils and many other matters I have seen those electric chafing
Cook-stov- e
live urcular to the nearest agency or the
thought is the education needed today. of vital interest to the welfare of the dishes which is the sum and substance
Continental Oil Company
His lecture was frequently interrupt young person, than physicians did 13 of the eductaion given in these
ed by applause and occasional bursts years ago.
schools of domestic, science.
(Incorporated)
of laughter when he shot a satirical
A Shot at Book Worms.
What is a chafing dish?
What role
arrow at some foible of the fair sex,
Is it the does it play in our modern kitchen?
"Who is educated today?
I say 1 heard the irishman's
or hit, with sledge hammer blow, on man who reads many books?
explanation of
some hobby of mere man.
j to you that the man who read all the
the meaning of dialing dish and I
The exercises began about 8 o'clock books in the BritiBh museum, and I think it. is a good one. He said it was
and certainly in the presence of an in- - believe there are four millions books a skillet which had gotten into poAll Santa Fe was there, may still be an ignoramus. Was lite society.
spiring audience.
(Prolonged laughter). Do
there and it must have been a source; it not Ruskin who wanted us to put you think handling a chafing dish is
And enough?
of satisfaction to the graduates, eight THOUGHT in our educatioa?
in number, six girls and two boys. mere reading does not mean thinking.
sciencs
"I visited many of these
The "grads" were seated, as is cusMake a Living.
schools and saw in most of them six
a
had
which
tomary, on the stage
Not the different articles for the management
"Who is educated today?
law and know nothing else. The state
background of one mass of college man who is unable to make a living. of each thing to be prepared.
For
was 'never as clean as it is today. The
and high school pennants, their bright However learned a person may be, instance, six different newly patented I
I
W. C. T. I). N8TES.
liquor law is enforced as well as the
colors contrasting well with the snow such a savant is not really educated articles to mash potatoes.
And yet
aw against horse stealing, which
white dresses of the girl "grads" and if he cannot earn his own bread and we know that the average poor girl is
not mean that there are not more
does
two
the somber black suits of the
butter. I remember well the case of going to nave notning mit a oouie
Mathematics.
or
less
thieves in Jails, for horse steal
Applied
young men.
a man I met at a chautauqua I attend- to mash her potatoes with.
We read recently that the cost to ing and that there are not more or
Music.
learned man,
He was a
ed.
Delightful
"What we need today to preserve the Vnited States of our standing less men in Jails for selling liquor.
The glee club opened the program he spoke and read seven languages. the sanctity of our homes, to bring up army and navy was two and a half bil- These laws are violated while we have
with a Russian folk song and it was Yet he could not find his way down successful families and to keep hus- lion dollars. This seems an enormous laws.
I say to you
Then Miss Virginia town and back again.
well received.
bands form the grog evil is good, well amount to be annually expended for
If THKRE WERE NO VIOLATIONS
Bean played a cello solo which was that there was something lacking in cooked food and wives who can presomething that is a
OF THE LAW, THE LAW WOULD
man
education.
man's
Every
that
Followmuch
with
knowapplause.
less
want
We
our
food.
greeted
pare such
thoughts NOT BE NEEDED. It happens Just
agency. Then naturally
ing Dr. Roberts' address Miss Bean should be able to take cars of himself,
of FUDGE and TAFFY and reverted to the annual drink bill of now that
he be ledge
during the month of August
whether
his
make
briland
living
usual
a
in
solo
her
violin
played
more exact science about boiling po- our country which totals two and a our
EMPTY. There is not
are
with
born
be
jails
he
whether
or
rich
poor;
liant manner and finally former mayor
tatoes and preparing beefsteak. When quarter billion dollars. These two an
d
man or woman in the
Jose . Sena, president of the school a tin or a gold spoon in his mouth.
use
good
stoke
an' engine, you
you
items amount to almost five billion poorhouse.
We have never had any
The
Classics,
to
task
his
found
it
pleasant
wish
If
board,
you
coal and you get results.
think of it, trouble at all to keep our town, coundollars. $5,000,000,000
'la T.ntin npcpsaftrv to all educa- - to 'stoke'
present the diplomas 'which attested lirn"
a man, you have to use good and both destructive agencies, war and
r knew nf a swept eirl graduate
ty and state going.
work well done by the happy gradufood, and it must be well prepared." drink.
The town of Emporia is being paved
These were Misses Josephine who was a first, rate Latin scholar. (Applause and cheers.)
ates.
Peace and Prohibition should appeal from one end to the other with brie);
Nellie M. Friday, She left school and then married. She
C. Cunningham,
other
various
discussed
a
strictRoberts
from
Dr.
American
to
the
average
and asphalt without a dollar's worth
Dorothy P. Griffin, Helen N. Harrison, became a mother and fed her babe
of true education and took a ly financial standpoint, if he is devoid
of liquor money in it. The revenues
Felicitas E. Kaune and Maud M. Pal on peanuts. The babe died. Was that phases
into
who
at
get
few
politicians
oi all sentiment and regard for health, of Kansas for
mer and Messrs. Harold I. Stephens girl educated? And yet, 70,000 chil- officesraps
nearly 30 years have
been
not
have
for which they
comfort and happiness. We are cred- been raised without
dren are murdered each year by the
and John J. Windsor.
liquor licenses,
to send ited with
seem
"We
headed:
alive
trained,
own
a
their
keenly
people
being
Mr. Sena's Advice.
Ignorance of their mothers,
and we have built the best system of
he
business
what
no
matter
stranman,
a
any
but
to the worth of the dollar,
Think of it!
Before presenting the diplomas, mothers.
has been in, to the legislature to make ger viewing our institutions would schools in the world.
The Homes Today.
the
President Sena complimented
Taxes are LOW, because the aver1 say this is all wrong.
laws.
our
"I wish to tell you there is a lack
surely be impressed first of all with age
man owns his own home
graduates on behalf of the board of
our waste and profligacy and seeming and working
thus the taxes are spread out
our
we
spend
disregard for the thing
thousands of working people, who
lives in struggling for.
are thrifty, honest and hardworking,
esIf Prohibition could be suddenly
rather than upon hundreds of land
a lords who are taxed to maintain the
tablished in the different nations,
peace congress would be a matter of criminal court costs in the courts.
easy accomplishment. Take away the! The average district court criminal
alcoholic docket of Lyon county is five or six
inflaming, rage producing
poisons from the stomachs and brains cases. And it coats no more to ena force the
of men, and he will soon become
prohibitory law than it does
peaceful, kind and happy creature..
any other law on our statute books.
for
the
We have beneficent laws
There were one hundred cases in the
care and protection of our beasts, city police court from January 1st to
Congress, is enacting laws for the pres- September 1st. Of these 17 were for
ervation of our natural resources, drunkenness and two for bootlegging.
trees, waters and minerals, and we The rest were for
vionow have hope that they will arrive
18 for
the
ordinance,
lating
soon to the point of preserving, im- throwing manure in alleys and other
proving and protecting the human minor charges."
race. "The rightful study of mankind
Not a murder or theft is recorded in
is man" and he is superior to the
the above list of violations.
Can any
the
to
his
support,
tilings contributing
town of the same size with the licensto
integrity of the man himself ought
ed saloon show a like record?
receive the prior consideration, it
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Cooking in the Cool
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LUMBER

WE HANDLE

'

In large quantities and have every
modern
facility for furnishing the

or dressed
Lumber
of every description. We are thus
enabled to make the very best prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
V.'e will be pleased to figure on your
contracts. .

very best

rr-ug-

Charles W. Dudrow

They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico

ten months.

Chlckering Bros.
Bush and Lane.

and Arizona.

Co.

n

Rob-we-

PIANOS

PIAN05

Learnard-Lindeman-

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connections made with Automobile
dally,
line, at Vaughn for Roswell,
automobile leaves Vaughn for
at 8:30 a. m. und arrives at Roe-weat 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
The
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
fare between Santa F and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Reserve seats on autoRoswell $10.
mobile by wire. J. W. S'ockard.

A

Schiller.
Victor

letter, a telegram or a telephone

to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-dema- n
Co. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Cecllian
.
Interior Plaver Pianos, and many more than half way in making
other makes.
, I purchase of a piano a simple nd satThis firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
Jesse-Frenc-

i

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers
-

::

CO.
:: Established

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

1900

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CUR10 CO.

-

Htod-onel-

2-

Oil

THE FORUM

able-bodie-

Mexico.
University of New
N. M.
Albuquerque,

Summer School, 1911.

'

Six Weeks, June 5th to July 14th.
Principal subjects offered: General History, English Literature, Physics, Chemistry, Zoology, Classics,
Modern Languages.
Special Courses for High School Instructors.
Vocal and Instrumental Music.
FEE FOR THE COURSE:
Five
Dollars. (Exclusive of Laboratory
Fees.)
Circular off Information on application to the Registrar of the Univer-- '
."
sity.
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gas-fitter- 's

Successor to B. P. Williams

'IIan

purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or nifht
to furnish you with any kind of a rii you may want. I will
I have

jf.
i'lt

Where Commencement

endavor to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
:
:
::
::
our patronage.
Jj
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New . Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War

Department.

Through Academic course, preparing young men for. college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
"
in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
a
J. P. WHITE!, Treasurer.
,'
W .M; ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY. .
For particulars and illustrated ca'
talogues address:
COL.
W.
JA8.
WILLSON,
,

r

f?

;

-

V

.

Superintendent.

u.

.

if

SANTA FE HIGH SCHOOL.
Exercises Were Held Last Night in Presence of a Distinguished

ESTANCIA VALLEY WATER
GUARANTEE OF FUTURE.
Bureau Secretary
lieves Pumping Will Develop
'

Immigration

Be-

Into Big Proposition.

"There is no question that the
plateau has a tremendous shallow water supply," said Secretary H.
B Hening of the New Mexico Bureau
of Immigration yesterday on his re
turn from a several days' visit in the
Estancia and Willard valleys, during
which time he made a thorough inspection of the valley from end to end.
Mr. Hening spent the greater part of
three days in the automobile of Sheriff Julius Meyers of Torrance county
and visited not only the towns and
farms along the railroad but the country along the edge of the mountains
Including Manzano, Torreon, Tejique
and adjacent farming regions.
"Whether this supply runs in
streaks or is a great Bheet is impossible to determine positively as yet,"
said Mr. Hening, "but the indications
point strongly to the conclusion that
the water is in a great sheet which is
accessible at shallow depth In all the
.;'
lower levels of the valley.
There are now some 00,000 acres
under dry farming cultivation in the
valley, an increase over last year of
40 per cent. While the rainfall in the
lower valley has not been what was
needed, it was heavier along the edge
H of the mountains.
The farmers are
planting chiefly beans, corn, oats,
mlloraaize and kaffir corn.; Last Sunday the lower valley had a frost which
kiljed much of the beans and many
of the farmers who realise that they
Planted too early are renlantinr thoir
beau. - There was test' fron in the
1
upper reaches near w the mountains

where the farmers have the best prospects.
'
Developing the Water Supply.
now
all
"The farmers are
greatly interested in the active development of
the water supply and are making progress. I visited the well on the Abbott
farm near Estancia where Mr. Abbott
has some 200 head of blooded stock.
He has a three horse power gas engine lifting water 12 feet out of a ISO- foot well at the rate of 200 gallons
j
a minute and is watering 40 acres of
potatoes. At the Wright well the wahole stands within
ter in the
five feet of the top and with a- 12
horse power gas engine Mr. Wright
has been able to draw down the level
300-fo-

-

only some 20 feet.

"The deepest

well I

visited is the
feet, where the water

Green well, 777
stands in the casing 18 Inches above
the surface of the ground! It is all
tight casing with no screens. There
are several other wells in the valley
the lift varying from 20 to 40 feet.
No well has ever been pumped with
a high power engine and .the farmers
yet do not know what they will test
with a heavy pull. They have demonstrated, however, that the water
supply Is sufficient to irrigate a large
i
acreage of land.
"Arrangements are now being made
for a pumping plant to make a thorough test of the wells. Originally, an
irrigation district was formed and
acres were pledged; but It was
found that the old statute with the
lour per cent limitation; was In the
wey. With the expected- passage ,of
in
congress
the measure
repealing
this provision it is planned to go
ahead with the organisation of the
16,-00- 0

district

!

''I

d two new 20 horsepower Fairbanks
Morse engines, using gasoline, naptha
distillate or crude oil, and one 12 horse
power machine. One of the 20 horse
power engines will be installed at Willard. and the others three and five
miles out of town. The lift for all of
them will range from 12 to 20 feet.
Willard men are thoroughly convinced
that the pumping plan will make good.
There could be no better demonstration of this than the fact that the Santa Fe railroad company has been
lifting for the pas' year about a million gallons of water a day which has
been shipped out along the cut off in
tank cars for the raiinjad service. The
Santa Fe people lift the water 35 and
40 feet and apparently
they have
caused no appreciable decrease in the
supply.
"The wide distribution of the various wells to my mind shows conclusively that the water sheet covers the
whole valley.
Are Loaded With Fruit.
Mr. Hening was mucli
impressed
with the big spring at Manzano and
trees
especially with the old apple
from which the town and the mountain
range get their name. Mr. Hening cut
twigs loaded with apples as thick as
they would hold.
In the Wak iA tne Measles.
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She says: "One bottle of Foley Honey
and Tar Compound completely cured
him and he has never been bothered
since. Croup, whooping cough, measles, cough, all yield to Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound.
The genuine
is in the yellow packages always. Refuse substitutes.
For sale by all

New Pumps at Wlljard.
"At Willard yesterday they reoefV druggists.
;

iff

Audience.

would seem.
World wide PEACE is now occupying a prominent place in the councils
of the nations, and Prohibition must
inevitably follow, or precede for they
are twin virtues. Our president is
most wise in urging the necessity for
international peace, but when he omits
the other great principle, he is seeking
for an effect that it will be impossible
an underlying
to establish without
cause. Drunkenness is not productive
of peace anywhere, either in home,
city, state or nation, and the nations
have become drunken all over the
world, and this evil will have to be
not abated, but destroyed before universal peace CAN dnwn; before universal prosperity CAN become a reality. Prohibition, peace, prosperity, the
trinity for which we long and labor.
The American Advance published
this week a short article from the pen
of William Allen White, which shows
what Prohibition, crippled as it is by
our inadequate and unfair inter-statcommerce law, will do for a state. He
e

The New Mexican of May 20 gave a
form for signature to send to con
gressmen asking for the passage of
the Webb Interstate bill, and every
person ought to sign and
send it in to as many congressmen as
they can. Our inadequate interstate
commerce law is one of the greatest
obstacles met in enforcing prohibition.
d

Come to Santa Fe.
The New Mexico mountains, the
tiest playground on the continent will
be a more formidable rival than ever
this year for the vacation trips of the
people of New Mexico.
California really is not in the same
class and there is a growing inclination to "see New Mexico first." Albuquerque Journal.
COULD NOT WRITE.
Versailles, Kv. Mrs. Ellsha Oreen
of this place, says: "I could not write
all the different pains I had, when I
first tried Cardui. I could scarcely
walk. Now I am able to run the sewing machine and do my work; and my
neighbors tell me the medicine must
be good, for I look so much better.'
Cardui is a specific,
tonic remedy, for women. In the past
50 years, it has been found to relieve
women's unnecessary pains, and female misery, for which over a million suffering women have successfully used it. Try Cardui for your
troubles. It will help you. At th

says:
"I have grown from childhood to the
age of 42, in Kansas and am probably prejudiced in favor of prohibition.
As a young man from the age of 1G to
22, I never saw an open saloon. I
know of thousands of children in the
state who never saw a saloon. The
law was adopted in 1881 and has been
enforced ever since.' It is enforced
bettor now than ever before, because
a generation has grown up under the nearest drug store.

1
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THE VAUGHAN RANCH
(Old Sparks

Ranch)

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
'

Best of Food

Best of Beds

Cold Pure Spring

Water

$15. a Week
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ohost, Willow and Bear Creeks
No Invalids

,

Jkkfnfi

Glorieta

,

,

Write Pecos
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

It is sent to
The New Mexican la the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amont the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

SHOULD BE A GREAT MEETING.
Santa Fe will this year entertain
the New Mexico Educational Association, which, instead of meeting the
week after Christmas, as is customary
will convene November 2, 3 and 4. If
this change proves successful and the
meeting at Santa Fe is what it ought
to be, the capital may be made the
permanent headquarters for the AssoIn fact, that was promised
ciation.
at the last meeting held at Santa Fe
and it was only upon the petition of
a few who wished to meet "only" once
at another place, that Santa Fe relinquished the prerogative it had seIn return for Jts generosity,
cured.
it was deprived of the meetings that
followed.
The New Mexico Educational Association is, growing and will become a
more important factor each year in
the educational development of New
Mexico.
Santa Fe should, therefore,
lend a hand in making the November
convention a brilliant success, should
emphasize its hospitality even more
than is customary, should leave
nothing undone to make the stay of
the teachers pleasant. As Rupert F.
one of the most brilliant and
of the educational workers
in New Mexico, says in his latest issue
the New Mexico Journal of Educa-- j

STATE RIGHTS.
The Democratic party, which has always stood for the widest application
of

the states rights doctrine has

re-

versed itself in passing on New Mexico's constitution.
In the effort to
force New Mexico to vote again on
portions of its constitution, the Democratic leaders have deserted the only
political tenet on which the entire
party seemed to agree, that each state
should have the widest latitude in
governing itself.
Governor Woodrow Wilson in an address made last evening at Lincoln,
Nebraska, laid stress upon this point
and rejoices that the Btates are again

THE CALL OF NEW MEXICO.
Governor Mills has issued a proclamation for Post Card Day o be observed on June 22.
The observance
of such a day can be made of great
value in New Mexico. It was Florida
that inaugurated the movement and
only last week Colorado had a post
card day that has advertised
the
state far and wide. Santa Fe, especially, should join in the movement with
Of no place in the
enthusiasm.
Southwest are so many striking views
to be had on post cards and fifty
thousand of these, at least, should be
mailed on June 22, to friends and relatives in other sections.
The following letter from Secretary
H. B. Hening of the Bureau of Immigration explains the object to be attained clearly:
"The purpose of this proclamation
explains itself very clearly. If every
city and town and every district will
back the governor and the Bureau of
Immigration in making this 'call' it
will give New Mexico one of the big
gest advertisements we have ever had
and at practically no cost. To make
this day a success we need above everything else, the enthusiastic
of the newspapers. The New
Mexico newspapers, invariably, have
given their complete and hearty support to every project of this kind. We
want to ask you to make a special ef
fort to make this day a winner. Print
the proclamation- - in full wilth a good
strong editorial, setting forth the ad
vantages of the advertising to be
gained by concerted action throughout
the territory; give it an editorial urg
ing the people of your community to
send out post cards, pamphlets and
newspapers to tteir friends, describing your section; urge your Commercial Club to have, printed a special
post card for the use of the people of
your community. If you do not care
to get out a special edition on this
day, arrange at least to print one
prominently displayed article, setting
forth the advantages and resources
of New Mexico in general and of your
district in particular and advertising
it to your people so that they will
know these papers are available. It
may seem that this is making a considerable demand on your space, but
it is worth the effort. New Mexico
needs publicity of the direct, personal
kind. If the people will
on
this day, and there is every reason to
believe they will, it will form one of
the biggest single advertisements New
Mexico has ever had, at a cost that is
merely nominal, and it will get results. We will appreciate the
we feel sure you will give us
in this undertaking."
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J. B. READ, Casbier,
P. McKANE, Astistaat
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

OF SANTA FE.

Santa Fe, New Mexico
GENERAL AGENTS.

The Manhattan Life Insurance Company, New York,
Statement, January 1, 1911.
Assets
Liabilities

60th

- Annual

$21,563,460.23
'21,563,460.23

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

- ,
- , - $150,000
Capital Stock
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Piiofit ,

(

fcktt

many who can recite, but very few
who can sew, cook or do housework

Fraternal Societies

creditably.
CORPUS CHRISTI WILL
HAVE BIG FOURTH.
Like

A

at Santa

Fe, the National Holiday
is to Show That City is Wide
Awake.

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1. A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall at
7.30.

Transacts gtmual
bastaeas ti afl It branches.
Loans money s the jaswt.Javarable terms on all. kinds .of
personal end collateral secssritY. ? Puys and sells Jwods and
stocks in all markets for its easterners. Bays and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the ctviliaed world oa as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmiting agency puMice private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six mouths' or years' time.' Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons ia the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as la
consistent with safety and tne principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for ,rent. The patronage of taa pubnc la
;
respectfully solicited.

Corpus Christi, Texas, May 27. CorH. H. DORM AN,
pus Christi, Texas, is preparing for an
Master
unusual Fourth of July celebration and CHAS. E. LINNE'S.
Secretary.
Uncle Sam is taking a hand in the
preparations. Recently, since an efSanta Fe Chapter No.
fort has been made for deep water at
1, R. A, M. Regular
Corpus Christi, which will make it
convocation' second
a port of entry on the Texas coast, and
the institution of the Peacock Naval
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall a'
Academy near that city by special act
of congress, Corpus Christi has been
,7:30 p. m.
much in the public eye and many
JOHN H. WALKER.
asserting themselves and are not will..:
new improvements and enterprises of
h. p.
ing to surrender their prerogatives to
the most substantial kind have been ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary. :
the federal government.
Yet, the
inaugurated. Now in line with other
Democratic leaders in Congress, seeH
v r
....
advancement, the city proposes to
most
Santa Fe Commander
to impose Nationalism of the
of
Fourth
of
one
the
have
greatest
No, .1, K. T. Regular
William
objectionable type upon thU territory.
Vaughn, Prop.
conclave fourth. Mon
July celebrations in the country. In
woodrow Wilson, though a Democrat
response to a request of Roy Miller,
day in each month at
ana now a politician, is a thoughtful
in
One of
Best
secretary of the Commercial Club of
Masonic Hall at 7:30
a thoughtful man
man an(j when
cutter
revenue
Wfndom,
that
the
.
m.
city,
p.
.'
Spaks, the press will comment and
ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH
stationed at Galveston, will proceed to
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
In
attention.
t he pe0ple will pay
'
'
a
take
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where they will be members Nation of Attorney General Frank
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Miss Madeline Mills went to Lamv
this forenoon to meet her friend Miss
Ruth Winter of Las Vegas, who will
spend several days at the executive
mansion and will be a guest at the
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FUNERAL DIRECTORS

tonight.
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The Rt. Rev. Bishop J. M. Kendrick

Is Your Automobile Protected Against
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the Automobile Policy Issued by

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE

Phone Black No. 52

Santa Fe,

COMPANY.

of the Episcopal church arrived here
yesterday from EI Paso. He Is at the
Palace hotel.'' Bishop Kendrick will
spend a da? .or two here and then go
to Farmington, 'San Juan county.
Mrs. van Houten, who has been here
several das visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Chris Wiegand, left this aft-ernoon for New York, where she will
join Mr: van htouten, wno is in the
east on a business trip Las Vegas

....

Phone Black: No, 229 Residence

Abstracljejl

spending a few days in Albuquerque.
Mr- - Clancy stated that the Senate
might pass a different resolution than
tnat now beforeTt for consideration
that it is clear to any one who
visits Washington and studies the
tions of Congress', that the House is
desirous to get Arizona in at all costs.
"Not all the Democrats in the Senate
are in favor of admitting Arizona
with ist present constitution," said
Mr. Clancy. "It is a mistake to think
they all are. And it Ib well known
that President Taft is immovable in
his determination not to sign a bill
admitting Arizona unter its present
constitution with the recall of judges
in it."
Asked when Congress is likely to
1r,urn Mr
anid that nf pnnrop
no man knows, but that.
i,u,ntv nf wnrk h.fnr nimnvn in. tho
Canadian recinrocitv hill nrt th nrn.
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knowledge of medicinal chemicals is
slight. The Druggists themselves are
largely dependent

The Saturday Card Club is meeting
thr sm
this afternoon at the home of Mrs.
S. .S, Spitz on Palac avenue. Besides
s
the members of the club the guests
Of Lorimer and
reinvestigation
posd
are Miss Hilda Gottesleben- of Denver, that it ia
guite po8Sibie that Congress
Tis'ting Mrs. J. G. Schumann may adjoift-- after finishing that busi- and Mrs. J.- A, Rollg. .
.
,
mv ..a.or mof.
wjthnnt fnktna-.i4
Mrs. H. C. Luckenbach has returned terB
M'r
from a visit to her former home at
ripnrv pninvH v.rv mnh hi.
Bethlehem, Pa;. and at Philadelphia. sea
il07n New York to New Or
"Always Reliable"
Mrs Zaneandtier daughter, Miss Hel- - teanstrip
and found the 8eag 80 mirror
DRUGGISTS
k that he escaped seasickness. ...
-v- U-reT-I?'!
Thlft BftBpnnon a llmhpr nf nfnHaiH
to Santa Fe and wll Ibe her enests.
called on the attorney general and dis- Phone 161 Night Phone led 58
D. E. Clarkson, will arrive
tQ'
ussed with him the statehood sltua- ,
w hi ifi" W. r.i.i, today
tion in Washington.
ly Miss Hortense McKenzie, who is
visiting her sister Mrs. Charles ,W. WHITE SLAVERS WILL
Fairfield, on College avenue. Mr.
FIGHT STATUTE.
Clarkson formerly resided in Los An
The White Slavers, who deal in CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
geles and now Is a resident of Albuwomen at Chicago have decided to atquerque.
Mrs. Mills today received an invita- tack the Mann White Slave law- and
SIGN WRITING
tion from Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Cunnine- - carry it to the supreme court of the
ham of Las Vegas to the marriage of United States if necessary so as to be
First Class Work Guaranteed
their daughter Marguerite to John unrestrained in their vile traffic. They
Howard Clary, at23 Sixth street. Las Bave engaged eminent counsel. The
Vegas, on Wednesday evening June 7, appeal is made by Charles M. Wilson
8.30 o'clock.
The couple will be at and Zoe Willard, accused of bringing PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
'
home at El (Paso, Texas. v
two Wisconsin girls to Chicago for
309 San Francisco
Treasurer M. lA, Gonza- - immoral purposes. They assert that
Street
les and J. M, C.; Chaves, Jr., left this the law is an invasion of states rights
forenoon for their home at Abiquiu, and unconstitutional.-- . ;
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Every woman's heart responds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
voice, because nature intended her for
motherhood.
But even the loving
NEW MEXICO.
GENERAL OFFICES-RAT- ON
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time is regard(Head Vp)
In efTwt Sapt, 1st 1910
(Read Dowu)
ed as a period of suflerin.if and danger.
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ply assists nature to perfect its work.
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Mother's Friend allays nausea, pre
vents caking of
JOonnaots at dolfax with E. P. A 9. W. Ity, train both Northland Soutb.3'
the breasts, and
SStage for Van Houten N. M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.1
Stage leaves Ute Park. X, M., for Klizauethlown. S M , at 9:00 a. m. dally except in every way
frefi.
13.50
uu
carried
one
baeaaxe
round trip; fifty pound
way
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undays. Fare ii
0. A 9. train leaves Des Mclnes, N, . for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the strong, healthy
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th at 4:38
motherhood. Mother's Friend is sold
at drug stores. Write for our free
M. WILLIAMS,
C. G. DEDMAN,
VAN HOUTEN,
book for expectant mothers.
a.
P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent
BRADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., Mania, Co.
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LEADERS

ERE E

The grammar school commencement
took place yesterday afternoon at
the High School at two o'clock and it
was a very fine program which was
The songs by the class
rendered.
were unusually good and the young
people did themselves credit during
the whole performance.
The oration by Miss Anita Wientge
was cleverly written and was well delivered. Miss Wientge in speaking of
heroism of women in the early days
of New Mexico, handled her subject
well and it was instructive to those
who heard it.
Albert Wheelon waxed eloquent as
he told of the deeds of the .Spanish
pioneers.
The oration by Miss Ruth Moore on
"Pets" was highly entertaining and
Miss Moore is as good in her speaking as playing the piano.
Those present had a chance to
learn a little about trees and their
uses as Miss Frances Leeson told
them in a clear voice many things
which might be done with our trees
and forests that would be of value to
the country in general.
Arthur Gallup in a nice, straightforward manner spoke of the history of
the express companies and as Mr. Gal
lup spoke so well on the subject, one
might have gained the impression that
he was closely connected with the
exDress companies of the
leading
United States.
In fact the whole program was
eood: the singing excellent and the
three piano selections by Nellje Nus
baum, Ruth Moore ana Irma Stephens
were very creditable to them and their
musical ability was questioned by
none.
Former Mayor Jose D. Sena, presi
dent of the school board, presented
the diplomas and made a fine address
in which he told the graduates the
imnortance of finishing their educa
tion by going through high school. Mr.
Sena seemed very much pleased in
the work of the class and congratulated their teacher Mrs. Elliot for the
creditable way with which the children had rendered their program.

Thousand Meetings
Have Been Arranged for
Fall Election

Five

BULEJSTHE

SCHOOL PUPILS
HOLD COMMENCEMENT

Backache

Program and;
They Give a Pleasing
Are Presented With Cerificates
By Hon. J. D. Sena.

J

HOME
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ISSUE

Veteran Statesmen Are Pressed
Into Service Once More in

Parliament.

Is only one of many symptoms which some women endure through weakness or displacement oi the womanly
organs. Mrs. Lizzie White of Memphis, Tenn., wrote
Dr. R. V. Pierce, as follows :
"At times I was hardly able to be on my feet.
I believe I had every pain and ache woman

could have. Had a very bad case. Internal
organ were very much diseased and my back
was very weak. I suffered
great deal with
nervous headaches, in fact, I suffered all over.
This was my condition when I wrote to you for
advice. After taking your 'Favorite Prescription for about three months can say that mv
health was never better."

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

Is a positive cure for weakness and disease of the feminine organism. It allays
inflammation, heals ulceration and soothes pain. Tones and builds up the nerves.
Do not permit a dishonest dealer to substitute for this medicine which has a
record of 40 years of cures. " No, thank you, I want what I ask for."
Dr. Ptem't PIcmsaat PcllcU Induce mild natural bowel nmvement once a
day.
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"You child," she whispered to herself, "you child!" But Bhe went on
smoothing out the crumpled folds.
Laughing softly, she slipped out of
the heavy, silken gown and donned
j the simple white one.
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The little maid stared when she
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players. How about some of the stars reward.
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United Congress W. H. Andrews.
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States Senate,
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In her ears the applause was still prise.
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tle it in the ring. The- - can't be real Interesting spectacle, and among the with interest thereon to July 8th,
M., granted Increase, rate of $12 pet hundred eleven and
with a gesture of loathing.
. dollars
They the role of the simple, happy, quiet
Harvard players, at least, the Injuries 1911, and all of said bonds not premonth frortrFeb: 5. 1911.'
pugilists.
a
I
man
life.
shall marry
who is not
($1711.67) and six per cent interest were too heavy, too sweet, too
Some one says short legs keep the have been greatly reduced."
Mrs. Eusebla A. Ford of Wagon thereon from the date of
sented for payment at the above namto- gorgeous.
reminded her too great, perhaps, as the world counts
They
judgment,
"
Mound, N. M., granted original pen gether with three hundred and fifty-- forcibly of him. They
ed place by July 8th. 1911, shall
who
but
too
greatness,
suggested
sion, rate of $12 per month from Sept. seven and
cease to bear interest from and after
"But Madamoiselle, what of me?
dollars costs, in strongly the dollars and cents exBASEBALL
IN
LONGER
LASTS
FARMER
G, 1909.
that date.
cause No. 6694 of the district court of pended on them. She sank into a Do I deserve no consideration? Am
Edward G. Boyle, Fort Bayard, N. Santa Fe County, New
Dated at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
in a carved chair, and, taking a photo- I to be thrust aside so? Surely I "
Mexico,
M., granted increase, rate of $24 per suit
"You cannot say anything of me
May 13th, 1911.
by Alfredo Montoya and graph from a silver holder on the desk
brought
month from Feb. 5, 1911.
MARCELINO GARCIA,
Everardo Montoya of Cerrillos, N. M., looked critically at the cynical, world-wor- you cannot accuse me more merciJames E. Chadwick of Nara Visa, against the
s
face. As she pushed the picture lessly than I accuse myself. But beTreasurer of the City of Santa Fe,
Mines
N. M., granted reissue of pension, rate
N. M.
Corporation, the execution defendant back into the holder a pile of letters cause I have wronged you, would you
of 24 per month from Feb. 16, 1911. herein, upon an
open account for met her eye; she remembered that have me make my wrong still deeper?
Michael Coner of Ft. Bayard, N. M.,
her maid had reminded her of her My heart is far away in the south
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
goods sold and delivered to said
granted increase, rate of $10 per errillos
Mines Corporation, which mail, on her return from the theater, land tonight where these little white
(Coal Land.)
1911.
month from Feb. 5,
said judgment amounts on the day of but in the crowding thoughts which blossoms came from." She touched
of the interior,
Department
John RJ Sorrels of Ft. Bayard, N. M., the sale, including interest and costs, had submerged her, she had forgot- with gentle fingers the roses on her
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
ten it. She pushed aside the letters breast.
granted original pension, rate of $12 to the sum of two thousand sixty-eigMay 4, 1911.
1910.
from
Nov.
14,
month
Frenchman
The
stood
with
bowed
per
She was used to,
and
dollars ($2068.98).
contemptuously.
Notice is hereby given that Cornelia
Thomas F. Clay of Webster Grove,
head. For the first time it came to
This sale is also made for the pur- and weary of the effusions.
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
Mo., granted increase, rate of $20 per
But as she pushed them from her a her that it was given, even to this
of
as
costs
April 13, 1906, made homestead entry
pose
satisfying
accruing
month from Feb. 23, 1911.
A great
sincerely.
No.
NW
for SW 4 NE
sheriff's fees and publication of no- little oblong box met her eye, and be- worldling, ofto lovenew
Mrs. Julia F. Cushman of 'Council
born
the
and
side
in
addressed
pity,
beauty
it,
the same handlight
4
N.
SE
SW
section 5.
tices in connection with said levy and
own
in
within
stirred
her
Grove, Kans., granted original pen- execution.
a
her
life,
letter. With a smothwriting, lay
township 14 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
sion rate of $12 per month from
ered exclamation she bent nearer, heart.
has filed notice of intention
C. CLOSSON,
CHARLES
Meridian,
Feb. 7, 1910, also accrued.
She layed her hand for a moment
and her face showed oddly white unto
final
M.
make
five year proof, to esof
N.
Sheriff
Fe
Santa
County,
on his.
Desiderio Gonzales of Colonias, N.
der the rouge.
tablish claim to the land above deshe
said.
M., granted increase, rate of $20 per
me,"
With
"Forgive
trembling fingers she tore
NOTICE OF SHERIFF'S SALE.
scribed, before register or receiver, U.
He raised ber hand and kissed it,
month from April 21, 1911.
open the letter and read:
S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
dito
an
me
of
virtue
execution
N.
By
of
Smith
Charles
Albuquerque,
reverently.
"My Little Love:
the 6th day of July 1911.
sheriff
of
the
I,
of
rected,
rate
undersigned
"You will doubtless be surprised to
"Madamoiselle," he said earnestly,
M., granted original pension,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Santa
Fe
New
have
Mexico,
county,
hear from me. In your new and gor "do you know what you are relin
$20 per month from August 16, 1909.
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
Pedro Dominguez of Colonias,. N. levied upon and will sell at public auc geous surroundings the old life must quishing? Are you prepared to fore
Agustin Montoya, and Jo3e Ortiz y
M granted increase, rate of $15 per tion, to the highest and best bidder seem to you like a dream: the old go all the luxury, the pleasure, the
Pino, all of Galisteo, N. M.
for cash, on Thursday, the 20th day of
month from April 21, 1911. '
friends, like people of a dream. But splendor of your present life to give
MANUEL R. OTERO,
at
o'clock
ten
of
hour
the
N.
1911,
July,
which
hag become almost a
to me you are ever the same Margaret up that
Walter L. James of Ft. Bayard,
Register.
' M.. eranted original pension, rate of in, the forenoon, at the office of the
of your being? to give up all
part
my little love.
s
Mines
Corporation
"Even in this sleepy village rumors this for a life narrow and petty a
$14 per month from April 2, 1910.
Notice for Publication.
Juan Rodriguez of Pecos, N. M.. at the Cash Entry mine, three (3) of your great fame come to us. I hear life dull and, perhaps, even sordid?"
of the Interior,
miles
of
Department
northwest
of
Santa
Fe
head
raised
her
She
rate
and
Cerrillos,
of
the
world
at your feet. But
proudly,
pension,
you have
granted reissue
Coal Land.
County, New Mexico, the following-describe- it has not spoiled you, I know. For he thought he had never seen her
$15 per month from May 9, 1911.
May 4, 1911,
property,
with your beautiful voice and your more beautiful than when she an6 Large Boilers and Stacks.
Notice Is hereby given that Agri-pinbeautiful face, God gave you a beau- swered him.
FEED YOU MONEY.
1 Hoist.
Delgado de Gonzales, of Santa
"No," she said, "it Is not sordid,
tiful soul. You will grow weary of
Feed Your Brain, and It Will Feed
1 Air Compressor.
,.' '.'
Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1906,
some day, for and it will not be dull. Monsieur, it
life
your
gaudy,
empty
You Money and Fame.
1 Dynamo.
made homestead entry, No.
will be glorified by love."
love must conquer in the end.
'
-''i Y' ? "i.ijy'
i.
1 Light Engine.
For a moment he stood in silence.
NW.
for Lots 3 and 4, SW.
"I passed our old. trysting place to"Ever since boyhood I have been 6 Pumps. .:
Sec. 4, SE.
Sec. 5,
NE.
day. The roses were in bloom all Then he raised his head and looked
am
I
and
fond
of
1 Corliss Engine.
meats,
r
especially
about it A rush of old memories into the clear eyes:
Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
convinced I ate too rapidly, and failed
1 Crusher.
"Ah, Madamoiselle, it is worth an
came to me and I plucked some of
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to masticate my food properly.
3 Sgts Rolls.
to make Final five year Proof, to esbuds to send to you. eternity of misery one hour of love
the
such as that."
"The result was that I found myself 1 Huntington Mill.
tablish claim to the land above de"Goodbye, my dear, my dear,
He touched her hand again with his
Cy Young, Dean of Pitchers,
a few years ago, afflicted with ailment
6 Cad Tables.
"With faith and love,
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
'
went
then
1 Bunk House.
of the stomach, and kidneys, which inquickly from the
lips, and
r.
career bright lights were unknown. There U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Old Cy Young's wonderful
1 Boarding and Rooming House with
terfered seriously with my business.
She tore the cover from the box and room, without a backward glance.
his
to
attributed
been
having lived are many other big stars from the on the 6th day of July, 1911.
She sank down beside the window, has
"At last I took the advice of friends furniture.
drew out a cluster of white roses.
Claimant names as witnesses:
his life, and It has often country, inclnding Christy Mathewson,
a
all
farm
on
bowed
on
head
her
her
arms,
s
resting
5
and began, to eat Grape-Nutinstead
Cabins.
From the flowers in her hand she
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
been said that farmer boys and small Frank Chance, Jeff Overall, Mordecal
came
air
to
on
the
her
and
the
night
And the mining claim known as the looked at the crimson blooms in the
of the heavy meats, etc., that had conmake better ball players Brown, Jimmy Sheckard and Frank Agustin Montoya, Jose Ortiz y Pino,
town
boys
the
of
voices
choristers,
triumphant,
Cash Entry.
bowl and again at the blossoms in
stituted my former diet..
all of Galisteo, N. U.
than boys from a city. This would be Schulte.
- "I found that I was at once
Said execution under which said her hand; little blossoms they were, joyous.
benefited
The greatest and probably the most
MANUEL R. OTERO,
hard to prove, but there is much evibemade
and
to
and
be looking insignificant
said sale is
meagre
by the change, that I was Boon reliev- levy was
Dldnt Know the Family.
dence in favor of the farmer boys. In reasonable argument for the farmer
Register.
ed from the heartburn and Indigestion made was Issued out of the district side their regal sisters, but she
The Visitor (who is being shown proportion to the number of farmer players is that they have greater
that used to follow my meals, that the court of Bernalillo County, New. Mex pressed them to her lips, a rush of around the portrait gallery by the and city boys who are stars in the big stamina than. city boys. Old Cr doesn't
Notice for kirollcatlot .
her. Then she bowed
pains in my back, from my kidney af- ico, on the 14th day of March, 1911, up tears blinding
family retainer) Ah! An old master! leagues, the farmer lads have it. There prove that. He is an abnormal ath- Department of the Interior,
her
hands
upon
head
sobnot
on
her
if
made
one
a
March
could
be
d
a
from
fair
rendered
test
11,
Judgment
lete, but
fection had ceased.
,
players to
i
The Retainer No, sir;
'';'"
that's a are ten
Pecos Forest Not Coal Land.
remembering.
brother of the old master. London a farm or small town, but the number it would probably show that farmer
"My nerves, which used to be un- 1911, for the sum of six hundred twen bing only
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
of
the
street
noises
The
grew faint Sketch.
dollars ($627.35)
and
of star players is far less than ten to lads last longest
steady, and my brain, which was slow
April 27, 1911.
instead, the
was green
one In favor of the city.
and lethargic from a heavy diet of and six per cent interest thereon from and far; her feet, the-grass
NOTICE is hereby given that Franwas
beneath
Athletics
Cornell's
blue
Committee.
sky
world's
The
the
of
with
champion
Advisory
date
pudgment together
meats end greasy foods, had, not in a
In the 8uburbs.
cisco R. Montoya, of Glorieta, N. M.,
Daniel A. Reed and Henry fichoell-kophave almost as many small town and
and
dollars ($18.60) overhead, and under a canopy of litmoment, but gradually, and none the eighteen
had
you've
Jinks,
cook
roses
your
"Say,
she
who, on April is. 1906, made homealumwere
Eddie'
white
elected
her
the
stood,
as
other
tle
head
lads
In cause No. 8565 of the District
city players.
day
farmer
less surely, been restored to normal costs.
haven't you?"
for SE
Jack
upon her lover's breast, listening to some time,
Coombs, Frank Baker, ni members of the Cornell footbu' stead eritry, No.
Court
Collins,
of
Mex
New
Bernalillo
County,
efficiency. .'
"Quite a time. Why, I recognized
of love.
Section 32, Township 16 N.,
first
and Topsy advisory committee.
was bf .
Reed
whispers
the
Chief
Bender,
Morgan
Cy
a
in
suit
ico,
the
brought
Whitney
by
"Now every nerve is steady and my
The lumbering of some heavy ve- her directly I saw her in the store yes- Hartsel were horn and reared where coach of the team last fall
Range 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
of Albuquerque against the
brain and thinking faculties are quick- Company
roused her. With a sudden im- terday."
filed notice of intention to make Fihicle
s
Mines
Corporation,
for
acute
than
years past. the execution defendant
er and more
r
nal
movement she unclasped the
proof, to establish claim
upon
petuous
Him
herein,
Right.
Putting
"After my old style breakfast I used an open account for
The Natural Thing.
to the land above described, before
- aoout her
sold and diamond necklace
from
ain't
Annoying.
goods
Say,
Tatters,
Hungry Hlggins
to suffer during the forenoon from a delivered to said
"I want to take a flyer in Wall
s
His heart was light
Register or Receiver of the U. 8.
throat and heaped it in a glittering
youse one uv dem fellers wot don't
What made him blue.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
feeling of weakness which hindered Mines Corporation, which said judg pile upon the desk, and tossed the street What stock would you recom- berlieve In doln' two t'ings ter wunst?
The
vowed
I
neighbor
me seriously in my work, but since
the 23rd day of June, 1911.
ment amounts on the day of the sale, photograph upon the glowing coals. mend?"
Two t'ings? Why,
Tired
Tatters
HI
head
too.
waa,
stock."
food I can including interest and
"Aviation
began to use Grape-Nut- s
Claimant names as witness: Jesus
I'm one uv dem chaps wot don't bercosts, to the Then she rose, white and trembling;
work till dinner time with all ease and sum of six hundred fifty-nin- e
v
Gonzales
and the voices of the choristers still
in doln' one t'ing at wunst
y Roybal, Tiburcio Monlieve
Her Sensible Fear.
A Clue. V
comfort." Name given by Postum Co..
dollars ($659.44).V v ,
hmynlng in the grey old church,
"Miss Skimmins passed three years toya, Esquibel Ortiz, all of Glorieta,
Battle Creek, Mich.
N M., and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe,
This sale is also made for the pur- came to her. She stood listening,
The girl in that chorus is a
A Hint
in Europe learning to sing."
'
Head the little book. "The Road to pose of satisfying costs
N..M.
accruing as with the roses crushed to her breast cream."
"But
never
would
she
now."
what
She
you
sings
say
Dearest,
Wellvllle," in pkgs. "There's a reason' sheriff's fees and publication of no
After a while she, went into the
The one who led the college yellf if I thoughtlessly remarked some time "No; she hasn't sung since her enMANUEL R. OTERO,
Ever read the above letter? A new tices in connection with said levy and room beyond, and,- kneeling "down,
to Mr. Doughluts. He fell
I would like a motor car for a birthRegister.
gagement
'
' one
drew from a drawer an oblong packappears from time to time:' They execution.
Plain Words.
in love with her when she had quinsy
day present?
are genuine, true, and full of human
age. She shook out the folds of a
CHARLES C. CLOSSON,
think
of
ber
do
If
you
'
figure?"
on
"What
you want anything
earth try
He Darling, I would call it a case and couldn't use her voice;, and now
i ' v Sheriff of Santa Fe
County, N. M white muslin gown and smoothed
a New Mex'can Want Ad.
"It looks to me like a frame-up.-"
she's afraid to take any cl
of auto suggestion. ,
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Andrews "Cash" no.

GOVERNOR BACK FROM
ed today by John C. Gates before the will do well to be on College grounds R. J. .CRICHTON BUYS
TUCUMCARI. House "steel trust" investigation com before 3 p. m. when the great match
ROMERO LUMBER YARD.
"
mittee.
.
begins.
Mr. Gates said the United States
(Continued from raze cme.)
Dan Padilla's fans are expected to Has Resigned His Position a Letter
steel corporation paid $48,800,000 for arrive here tomorrow
Carrier to Take Charge of Place
on ' the noon
cles and photographs especially de- the American Steel and Wire company train and they will be warmly welNext Week.
Santa Fe, N. M., May 27.
X scriptive of their immediate districts of which he was the
genius. comed by Santa Feans.
presiding
X
For New Mexico Fair tonight
and counties, and of New Mexico at
R. J. Crichton who has been in tha
Property for which Mr. Carnegie had
Mr. Clancy is trying to arrange
cooler in southeast portion
e
large.
given an option at $160,000,000 was for a game here with Las Vegas on letter carrier service of the local
with frost in north portion.
NOW THEREFORE, I, WILLIAM J. turned into the steel corporation at
was
service
the
since
installed,
30.
May
X MILLS, Governor of the
Sunday fair.
Territory of $:20,000,000 said Mr. Gates. The obhas bought the E. Romero lumber
New Mexico, do hereby designate
of
he
contin.
steel
the
trust,
yard on the southside and will resign
ligations
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
his position to take charge of it. Mr.
ued, were more than he could
Thursday, June 22, 1911,
Santa Fe, K. M., May 26, 1911. . Crichton is a Santa Fe boy whose
Rope Spliced while you wait at as the day upon which the Call of
First, he said, were the under
Sealed bids will be received at the father was a well known contractor.
GOEBELS.
New Mexico shall be made, feeling lying bonds of the companies that had
of the secretary, R. H. Hanna, at He has a
A Beautiful All Silk Pongee Garment sure that it will be made in such a been turned in, next the first mortgage office
good business training. Is
to the 30th
this coming week at special prices. manner that it will be answered by bonds issued by the United Steel cor- Santa Fe, New Mexico, up
sober, industrious , well liked and
12
o'clock, noon, 1911, should make a success of the venture.
at
Order now. Room 14 Catrou Block.
many future New Mexicans who are poration to pay off CfiTnegle,
then day of June
of the Scottish
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone now residents of various portions of bonds to cover purchase mortgages, for. the construction
Mr. Crichton was at Estancia yesterRite Cathedral, in accordance with the day and closed the deal with Mr.
Black 18S, when in need of milk and our country and of the world at large. prior liens and the like.
, bid
Each
and
specifications.
Romero and will take charge of the
It is suggested that upon this day
cream. Surplus always on hand.
"What is the tangible property be- plans
by a certified
on June 1.
Iowa Town Dry Ottumwa, Iowa, each citizen of New Mexico send out hind these bonds, and this common must be accompanied
yard
subbid
cent
the
of
check for two per
goes dry after July 1, as the result of of our territory at least one postal and preferred stock?" asked. Chairman
mitted, payable to R. H. Hanna, Secy,
card and as many more as may be Stanley.
a court decision.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
of Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No.
Six Deaths From Heat Six persons possible; that each commercial club,
Sealed bids will be received at the
"Oh, anywhere from $500,000,000 to 1. Incorporated, as a guarantee that
died from the heat in Chicago yester- board of trade or other organization
$1,000,000,000."
the contractor will enter into a con office of I. H. & W. M. Rapp Co., Archday and the suffering of the past few of similar nature send out in as large
"Do you believe there is any tangi- tract to build said building in accord- itects, Santa Fe, N. M., up to 31st day
days from the hot wave has been in- quantities as possible postal cards, ble value behind the common stock ance with such bid.
of May, 1911, 12 o'clock, noon for the
newspapers and literature descriptive
tense. '
'
will be requir construction of the New Mexican
bidder
hold?"
successful
The
Mr.
asked
you
Stanley.
His Friend, The Burglar is a come- of their several localities; that where
"I decline to answer," said Mr. ed to furnish a bond in some reliable Printing Company's building in accordsuch organizations have
' '
dy and a good one. It's at the Elks' possible
Surety Company in the amount of fifty ance with plans, specifications and inGajes.
for
the
a
card
printed
special postal
tonight.
cent of the contract price for the structions. Each bid must be accomper
Gates
said
Mr.
several
had
Carnegie
always faithful
Had to Carry Drunk Carlos Griego, use of the people of their
panied by a certified check amounting
performance of his contract.
bull
a
in a china shop, overwho is in periodical trouble with Al- cities and towns; that upon this day been "like
to 2 per cent of the proposition subthe
reserve
of
Directors
The
Board
all city councils and county commis- throwing every agreement that was
buquerque city authorities, was so
,... mitted, and made payable to the New
to reject any or all bids.
'
right
de
such
out
to
between
be
made
cause
the
sent
sioners
companies."
drunk yesterday that he had to be
Santa
Lodge of Perfection No.' 1, Mexican Printing Company as a guarscriptive matter as they may have ,; He thought it was Carnegie's gen- A. A. ' S. Fe.
carried to the calaboose.
. antee that the said Contractor will enB.'
Incorporated.
available; that upon this day every eral attitude in threatening the whole
'
A. ROLLS,
ter into contract and furnish on ap- JAMES
Postoffice
By.
Inspector Sentenced
in New Mexico publish line of the steel
newspaper
has has Attest:
that
Prest
Vice
industry
at
R.
E.
proval surety bond in the sum of JO
Alamogordo
Wright
Judge
some descriptive article or articles, tened and
""
brought ebout.tbe organiza
R. H. HANNA, Secy
sentenced Post Office Inspector D. F.
per cent of the amount of the contract.
advanthe
especially
emphasizing
Dolan to a year in the penitentiary tages of our several cities, towns and tion of the U. S. steel, corporation.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, May 26, 1911, cVhe company reserves the right to
reiiect any and all bids.
and $1,000 fine and costs for falsifying districts and that the people of such
PRINTING CO
AMERICAN
HENLEY
earn
em
REGATTA
his accounts.
to
If you want anything
trj NEW MEXICAN
cities, towns and districts send
1911.
ON
;
SCHUYLKILL
24ti,
May
TODAY.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
Always Two Shows At the Elks on their friends throughout the country
as many copies of such newspaper as
Sunday night. "First show at 7.43.
Leading Colleges and Boat Clubs
Nude Corpse in Chair Because the possible.
Secretary Meyer's Son
Done at the Executive Office this
faculty. had suspended the members
Pulls Oar.
,,
,
of the baseball team for playing 'an the 27th day of May, A. D. 1911. Wit
' S t .V.M
unauthorized game, the students of Al- ness My Hand and the Great. Seal of
(By Special Leased Wire to NewMexican)
fred university at Alfred, New York, the Territory of New Mexico.
Philadelphia, May 27. The "American-HJ.
WILLIAM
MILLS,
placed a naked corpse in the stool beenley"'
regatta, as it is called,
fore the pipe organ in the chapel. The By the Governor:
will be rowed on the Schuylkill river
NATHAN JAFFA.
faculty was so upset by the incident
this afternoon with a large number of
Secretary of New Mexico.
tl:at the commencement exercises
entries from leading colleges and
have been postponed.
which is the largest and
boat clubs throughout the country. Wchave
FIRE.
UNDER
STEEL TRUST
justjreceived a large shipment of fishing tackle
Did. Not Die Out of Spite
As AttorThe contest for eight oared shells
sanxa re.
in
sitown
ever
been
has
line
that
most
complete
ney J. M. Clark was dying at Greely,
brings together boats from Harvard
(Continued From Page Ons.)
Colorado, some one started a phonoUniversity, Columbia University and
tf
A FINE ASSORTMENT
graph playing "O Think of the Home much Tennessee Coal and Iron stock the United States Naval Academy,
Over There," a song the dying attor- as
collateral in one of the banks." . while the junior college eights will
ney detested both for its sentiment
"Did Mr. Morgan have a decided in- have crews from Yale, Harvard, Corand its tune. He aroused himself from fluence over this bank?" asked .Mr. nell, the Naval Academy and the Uni
his death lethargy with the resolve
versity of Pennsylvania. The son of
Stanley.
that no one should sing a dirge over
"I do not know," said Mr. Gates, "It Secretary of the Navy Meyer, will pull
his body, and the attending physician is difficult to tell where a man's in numDer tour oar in the Harvard Junj
i now declares him out of danger.
fluence starts or ends in Wall street. ior eight.
How Spriggins Took in Lodgers is a Mr. Gates said that the bank in ques
comedy also. It happens at the Elks' tion, the Trust Company of America, j SANTA FE WILL WELCOME
PADILLA'S FANS.
be added,
wanted $1.0.000,000 and
tonight.
Goes on Furlough The postal de- they got it.
Big Attendance
Predicted for Game
More Revelations.
partment has granted a six months'
on College Grounds at 3 p. m. .
carto
27.
How
Crichton.
J.
letter
D,
furlough
Rey
Washington,
C, May
Tomorrow.
Sub- - Carrier Edward W. H. Moore and H. C. Frick lost
rier.
Senior
Acting Attorney General (Clancy ren1C
caron , as
to Andrew Carnegie in 1897
hserardinelli
goes
rier and Teofilo Vigil will be put on through the forfeiture of an- option on dered an .opinion this morning that "it And
Come in and and let the man who kno
for
Fishing.
necessary
be
will
(t'
everything
tomorrow
great game
with
as
the Carniegie Steel AVorks and the
TRIP."
"FISHING
Albuquerque."
help you pick out yourjtacklelfor the big
Big Cattle Shipments
Harry Mar manner in which .1. P. Morgan, Chas.
The opinion was rendered however,
tin, the Curetons and others of the M. Schwab and himself conceived the as
president of the Santa Fe Baseball
Steeple Rock district, Grant county idee of the United States steel corpor- Club and as Mr,
Clancy is a noted ball
this week shipped 1,600 head of cat ation in 1899 to head off Mr. Carnegie
himself his word carries weight.
player
from
tie from Lordsburg.
They received
engaging in the railroad and tube
All is in readiness for the
game
$21 per head.
manufacturing business were reveal- - j tomorrow and those who like big
& SUPPLY CO.
baseball
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GROCERY and BAKERY

SATURDAY, MAY 27, T9t1.

ROUND

UP.'

.

post-offic-

Fresh Vegetables
of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
have a large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.
OL'R

Everything

Phone

first class

6

DEPARTMENT

loaves

of

bread for 25 cents

F. Andrews

4.

No.

BAKERY

Phone No.4.

.1

13

Palmer

Off Sale

'

Suits at a Great Sacrifice

I am not looking for profits, they will have to be overlooked
t,
in order to unload quickly. Now is the time to secure a bar- - k
gain in Ladies Suits. The sale will continue during this week ji

h
jji

X
!';V

,

esti--mat-

ft'

--

'

.

I

d

(

Headquarters For

f'

---

hsnuiff Tackle

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
Mountain Health Resort, 22 miles from Santa Fe on main line of Santa Fe,
f
;
one and
miles from depot.
...
"x(Tent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished for
nousekeeping and ready for occupancy. N
WILLIAMSON RANCH,
Glorieta, N. M.
one-hal-

RODS
FLIES
CREELS

I

SNELL HOOKS
LINES LEADERS

!

BAIT BOXES
LANDING NETS

I

r

$

Ctlt FlOWerS

Season. Wedding
PLANTS, Fruit
and Table Bouquets and Decorations.
Funeral Designs.
Out (if town orders divert careful attention. An vra hao
for nackina on orders under S3.00.
in

A Specialty

.
V

;

:

:

THE CLARENDON GARDEN
jjj

Phone Black

12.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

i

(8

'li

CCVrtWjhTfO

1906 BV

SANTA FE HARDWARE

THE BIG STORE
Banner Green Tag Sale
Still On
A

Great Bargain

Don't forget our Banner Green Tag Sale, and get your full share of all the
good clothes and best suit on earth, Hart Schaffner & Marx make!.
'
Owing to the great amount of suits that has been sold during this sale
week, we are announcing another week extension and give you the opportunity
to get a move on yourself and think over the pattern of suit you want, but remember it is one week only, commencing today and ending Saturday 26th.
You can't make a mistake
by buying a Hart Schaffner & Marx suit because all
and
wool,
first class in every respect.
guaranteed
Another advantage you have when you wear a Hart Schaffner & Marx suit
every tasty dresser will admire it because they are cut and made right and the
swellest styles money can buy. 0ur 2 piece suits are exceptionally fine in
every rer pect. Call and see for yourself.
!t

;

nm r mm
mmm.

VII

Copyright

hart

I

Ij III

Scliaffner

,

k

Marx

I

HQBICN
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Suits

$ 37.50

$
$
Suits $
Suits $
Suits $

32.00
30.00
27.50

:rC:-Suit'

;

2500
22.50

NATHAN SALMON.

s

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

$
$
$
$
$
$

30.00
27.50
25.00
22.50
20.00
17.50

MH

CO-

